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	Text-lKMUFIWDHc: 4/5/1992 
	Text-FyvPVgzEyM: October 10, 2023
	Text-mFKpu0AnAU: 9/20/2023
	Text-1PTD9taTgR: 3:45 PM
	Paragraph-SusXEBWTHX: On the day of the attack, I was in a crowded shopping mall, and I suddenly felt overwhelmed by the noise and the number of people around me. It was so crowded, and I felt trapped and helpless. I also started worrying about my finances, and this added to my anxiety.
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	Paragraph-q6MaG3K0Ou: During the attack, I tried to find a quiet corner in the mall, sat down, and focused on my breathing. I remembered the deep-breathing exercises you taught me, which helped to some extent. I also called my spouse, who talked me through it until the panic attack subsided.
	Paragraph-zgwa-XVwF2: After the panic attack, I felt physically exhausted, and I had a lingering sense of dread. I decided to leave the mall, which disrupted my plans for the day. I felt mentally drained and struggled to concentrate for the rest of the day.
	Text-F5lckKdrqg: 9/22/2023
	Text-zQmAVaFGRw: 8:30 PM
	Paragraph-G7YLzHDvyX: I practiced deep-breathing exercises. I sat in a quiet room, closed my eyes, and took slow, deep breaths. I counted to four as I inhaled, held for four counts, and exhaled for four counts. I repeated this for about 15 minutes.
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	Paragraph-zZQW7RQp86: I found it helpful to set a timer for my practice to ensure I did it for the full 15 minutes. I also noticed that practicing in a quiet, dimly lit room helped me focus better.
	Paragraph-liR5P-l1fs: I'm hopeful about managing my panic attacks, especially after the positive experience with deep-breathing exercises. However, I'd like to explore more relaxation techniques and learn how to apply them effectively in real-life, high-stress situations like the shopping mall incident. Is there any additional guidance or strategies you can provide?


